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1 . INTRODUCTION

For a lx>ng time Quantum Field Theory has had at i t s diaposal

techniques for expressing dynamical properties of quantum systems

In a systematic way (Schwlnger equations, Feynman diagrams, etc).

On the other hand, analogous procedures for the calculation of

the statistical properties of classical systems were absent for

many years.

An operational description for stochastic dynamics was first

proposed by Martin, Siggia and Rose /1/ who developed an approach

parallel to Schwinger equations and Feynman diagrams for classical

systems. A description equivalent to that of Martin, Siggia and

Rose's based on path integrals was later developed (see ref. 2

and references therein). Since then the exchange of ideas and

techniques between both fields has proceeded without interruption.

One of these instances will be studied in this paper. Some aspects

of a concept that has been successfully applied to Quantinn Field

Theory, namely the theory of collective motions and the collective

coordinate method, will be implemented into Fokker-Planck dynamics

for the case of the noise-driven Poincare oscillator.

Path-integral techniques fall to describe the stationary state

statistical properties of self-sustained oscillators in their

oscillating regimes when they are naively applied. Divergences

whose origin are due to the existence of a spontaneously broken

symmetry of time translation invariance and to a collective

motion common to all points of the configuration space can be seen.

The stating of this problem in a moving reference frame, that
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factors out this collective motion, allows us to overcome the

divergences. This procedure,however, forces the appearance of

non- polynomial Lagrangians into the problem. In order to deal

with these Lagrangians some modifications and innovations have to

be introduced in the standard perturbation and diagramatic

techniques employed in stochastic problems.

Although the procedure to be developed in the present paper

is not suitable for the study of the transition from the quiescent

to the oscillating regime of self-sustained oscillators, it

provides a natural tool for studying the statistical properties

of these systems in their oscillating regime.

Having a circular limit-cycle solution the Poincare oscillator

is the simplest self-sustained oscillator and will be used in

this paper as a testing ground to obtain the rules needed for

handling the sort of non- polynomial Lagrangians that appear in

this kind of problems. This is the main goal of the present paper.

No further attempt to go deep into the Poincare oscillator itself

will be carried out since it is one of the best known at the

present time.

To accomplish the purpose exposed in the previous paragraphs

a review of the path-integral approach to stochastic problems will

be given in Section 2 together with a description of the origin

of the divergences and the way of overcoming them. Section 3

shows the steps leading to obtaining the Stationary State Generat-

ing Functional (SSGF) in the collective coordinate frame. From

this generating functional an unperturbed SSGF can be extracted

and calculated as shown in Section 4. Section 5 is devoted to

obtaining the rules for the operation of this unperturbed SSGF in

the computation of non- polynomial Lagrangians encountered in this

kind of problems and the Feynman rules for handling the perturbation

series diagramstically. In Section 6 the results obtained in the

previous sections are applied to a first order calculation of the

correlation and response functions of the Poincare oscillator.

Finally, Section 7 is devoted to the conclusions and further

applications of the technique presented here.



2. PATH-INTEGRAL TREATMENT OF THE NOISE-DRIVEN POINCARE

OSCILLATOR AND THE FAILURE OF THE NAIVE APPROACH

When forced by nn external white-noise source the equation

governing the motion of a. Poincare osc i l la tor takes the fount

l2ml)

where % and V are the oscillator coordinates. Parameters Q and

]Q are both positive (for self-sustained oscillations to take

place), U) is the frequency of the cyclic movement, O" is a

measure of the noise-source strength and ^ x , £L are independent

zero-mean and delta-correlated noise-sources, i.e.!

(€.•> -

(2.2)

The noiseless equation for the Poincare oscillator { CT= &

has a deterministic circular limit-cycle solution of the form:

sin (2.3)
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with

= aA (2.4)

the radius of the circular solution.

Equation (2.1) is of a Langevin type. The procedure for going

from a Langevin to a Fokker-Planck description of the stochastic

process is now standard/3^ In this latter formalism the

stochastic process is described by means of a (covariant)

probability density <S fa>t) that satisfies a continuity equation,

the Fokker-Planck equation:

~" r1:»*

(2.5)

where «3_ stands for the coordinates and summation over repeated

indices is implied, C3 is the probability current and " \^ "

stands for covariant derivative. Equation (2.5) can be expressed

in terms of a differential operator, the Fokker-Planck operator,

as:

(2.6)

A 'It is now easy to verify that the drift vector f) and the

diffusion matrix t^f for the Poincare case (eq,(2.1)) are
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<2.7)

and

= CP

The conditional probability density I(Qt'9a

(2.6)

is the

Green's function of the Fokker-Planck equation, i.e. the solution

of eq. (2.5) for the initial condition

(2.9)

In addition to the evident mathematical advantages of eq.(2.5)

over its Langevin equivalent (the random sources £/ are not

ordinary analytic functions), the transition probability density

governed by the Fokker-Planck equation admits an immediate

representation in terms of path-integrals. The technique for

doing this will be briefly outlined in the following lines / 2 /

The Hamiltonian operator H(^^,i) corresponding to the

Fokker-Planck operator -C fafy t) is obtained by means of the

relation
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(2.10)

For the purpose of the present paper a Hamiltonian written in the

standard order, i.e. with all the momenta E> on the right, will

be more suitable. The form of the Fokker-Planck operator with all

the derivatives displaced to the right will be given in the

following section since it is not of immediate interest here. If

we assume that this has already been done, the path-integral

representation of the propagator 1 (^t'^O/C*J is given by:

where H(mA

(2.11)

by means of the substi-I is obtained from

Q — * 9 and $> —**p> . Expression (2.11) is only a

shortened notation for the discretized form

tutions

(2.12)

where A. is the dimension of the space, £ =r (£-&)/(ti+\\ and
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This discretization procedure is known as the post-point

discretization and is linked in a natural way to the standard

ordering of the Pokker-Planck operator. Other discretizations are

also possible and all of them will give the same final results

when properly applied.

The propagators of the system for the stationary state are

defined as:

where the coordinates at the final time are set equal to those at

the initial time and are integrated over. The last expression

equals zero if any of the £/' is greater than any of the c .'

because of causality.

Defining the Stationary State Generating Functional (SSGF)

through the relation:

(2.14)

with the normalizing condition:

(2.15)

the propagators in eq. (2.13) can be readily obtained through

functional differentiation of eq. (2.12) as:

m-fn

* (£)•••

(2.16)

The discretization procedure employed will uniquely fix the

value of the propagators when there is a coincidence between any

of the Cj and £ / . For the post-point discretization used

here it will hold:

(2.17)

Thus no ambiguity will be present for equal time propagators.

These equal time propagators will give origin to the so-called

"tadpoles" when diagramatic techniques are employed to represent

them. An exhaustive exposition of the connection between tadpole

values and discretization procedures can be found in ref. 2.
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Using the notation so far employed, the SSGF (2-14) can be

written as:

(2.18)

In the subsequent sections J~ will b e freely replaced by CO

in order to alleviate the notation, but the underlying limiting

process must always be taken into account since otherwise infinite

or zero results will appear in the intermediate steps of the

calculation. When the limiting process of eq. (2.18) is properly

treated such divergences or cancellations will never be present.

If the path-integral method so far displayed is naively

applied to the Poincare oscillator it will fail; the same will

happen to any other self-sustained oscillator undergoing limit-

cycle oscillations. The reason for this ia the following; let

%(i) and y(jt\ be the % and V components of the (noiseless)

limit-cycle solution; if the departure from this solution is

denoted by fl ({) and Xh (*) * h e n replacing %(t) by X ^ X

and y(f) by V *Wy into the Poincare equation we can obtain a

system of linearized differential equations for YL (t) and

f7y (t) . It is then easily verified that if the couple X

and y ia a solution of the Poincare equation, then X and

-11-

y will be a solution of the linear system for Yl and Yly

The presence of such a non-aero (and periodic) solution for tfy

and fly will give rise to trouble since, as it is well-known,

it causes the Green function of this linearized differential

system to be non-unique. This will be reflected on the SSGF

through the appearance of divergences when used for the calculation

of the propagators of the system- For the case of the van der Pol

oscillator, attempts have been made to overcome this problem

through the use of counterterms in the perturbation expansion,

but even then secular terms survive, whose cancellation depend

upon the correct renormalization of the constants of the system. ^

This approach will not be dealt with in the present paper, instead

an alternative way of tackling the problem will be discussed.

In order to go deeper into the ultimate source of the

divergences a closer look at self-sustained oscillator equations

must be considered. These are autonomous equations, this means

that they do not depend explicitly upon time. This fact makes them

invariant under time translations. This invariance does not hold

however for ths limit-cycle solutions of the present equations.

Since a limit-cycle solution is a periodic function of time, it

will remain invariant under time translations only when the time

shifts are multiples of the period of oscillation. The solution

has then a lower symmetry than the equation it satisfies. This

symmetry reduction between equation and solution is known as a

spontaneously broken symmetry and as it is well known from Field

Theory it is responsible for the divergences previously mentioned.
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An analysis of the properties of the stationary state

probability density will give the clue for solving the problem.

As it is known, the stationary probability density can be written

in terms of a potential function M e ( ^ ) as ' ' t

(2.19)

and the stationary probability current can be expressed as:

lo - 'o Oo (2.20)

where l~s describes the stationary velocity of the points of the

configuration space { f0 —*3 )• 'riie drift vector n o can

then be written in terms of the stationary velocity Is and the

potential To as:

lu = r* - -t
Replacing these expressions into the Fokker-Planck equation (2.5)

it is found that:

r/ - 0 (2.22)

This can be interpreted by saying that the stationary probability

current flows along the equipotential lines of the potential

function *fo • For vanishing noise strength the minimum of this

potential coincides with the stable deterministic limit-cycle

-n-

solution. In the quiescent state (i.e. the non-oscillating one,

when 3 i. 0 and lo>t? in eq. (2.1)) this minimum, that reduces

itself to a single point at the origin, is invariant under the

action of the stationary probability current. No divergences

appear when the method outlined in this section is applied to the

analysis of the quiescent regime. On the contrary, in the oscil-

lating regime, when the points of the potential minimum (now a

continuous one) are driven by the stationary current, the

divergences that were previously commented on will be present.

This analysis suggests the way of facing the divergence

problem to solve it: a change to a reference frame where

the effect of the stationary state probability current disappears,

i.e. a new coordinate system in which T~o is zero. This new

coordinate system will have to move, driven by the probability

current, in order to cancel out its effect. In this way the

collective (and deterministic) motion of all the points of the

configuration space will be factored out and only the truly

stochastic part of the motion will be left.
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3. THE STATIONARY STATE GENERATING FUNCTIONAL IN THE

COLLECTIVE COORDINATE FRAME

The most natural choice of a reference frame that moves,

drifted by the stationary probability current, as required in the

previous section is:

(3.1)

with

= tot (3,2)

where the new coordinates are now U, and

The origin of the new coordinate system travels along the

noiseless limit-cycle solution with angular velocity «^ . The

coordinate lines are concentric circles parametrized by Li, and

radial lines parametrized by a> . The limit-cycle solution of the

deterministic equation is obtained for H = & . Both, U. and fi

range between ~CO and *+ CO • Polar coordinates are often used

when dealing with Poincare's oscillator due to its rotational

symmetry. The reason for not adopting the standard version of

polar coordinates here in a path-integral context is that path-

integrals are very unpleasant to deal with when the integration

variables do not range between — CD and -f C& • The use of such

a coordinate system would prevent us from obtaining correct

results beyond the zeroth-order. The explicit appearance of

the noise source strength-parameter 0" in eq. (3.1) is a means

to account for the deviation of a particular path from the noise-

less solution in the perturbation expansion as will become evident

later.

The use of a coordinate system as the one given above will

force us to deal with a path-integral defined in terms of a non-

polynomifU. Lagrangian and some changes in the standard diagramatic

perturbation techniques will be needed in order to cope with this

problem.

The drift vector in the new coordinates can now be computed in

a straightforward way:

0 (3.3)

the same as the new diffusion matrix:

1 0

0 a (3.4)

For the use of the post-point discretization the original

Fokker-Planck equation (eq.(2.5) and (2.6)) has to be written out
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in the standard order, i.e. with all the derivatives appearing in

the Fokker-Planck operator displaced to the right. Shifting all

the derivative operators of eq.<2.5) to the right we obtain:

S =

+ \r JS

nwhere the new terms n and \J are given by:

(3.5)

(3.6)

O-7)

Q = del (3.8)

For the particular case of the Poincare oscillator, when calculat-

ing explicitly these term* employing eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) it is

found that the drift vector does not change:

In fat) =
and that the potential term V"

(3.9)
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The Fokker-Planck operator

be:

(3.10)

in the standard order will then

The Hamiltonian, as obtained by means of the relation (2.10) and

the subtitutions to — * ti and Q -—*• 9 , is then:

Applying the technique summarized in the previous section, the

path-integral representation for the stationary state generating

functional (in the post-point discretization) is given by the

expression:

Z[3,3*] =
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(3.13)

In this last expression the sum over ft between -co and ao is

added to the generating functional since, as a> is a cyclic

coordinate, the condition of returning to the initial configuration

( Y-O> ' a t t h e f i n a i t i m e ' C — CO ) can be realized by returning

not only to <p-ao b u t a l s o t o $-<& ~^~*~ 1 *̂ " f o r t n e w n o l e r a n 9 e

of natural values of f[_

The SSGF is the functional Fourier transform of the functional

probability distribution. The probability distribution functions

can thus be obtained in a simple way, for examples

(3.14)

The connection of distribution (3.14) with the standard data

available for the Poincare oscillator that is given in terms of

if (r̂ J instead of Ju. (LL) can be obtained as a simple exercise

on probability theory.

In the following section, it will be seen that the integration

over the coordinate <P and the momentum £>j can be performed

in a closed way. On the contrary the functional integration over

the coordinate LL and the momentum i*u cannot be performed

closely and a perturbation expansion around the noiseless limit-

cycle solution will have to be carried out. For both types of

coordinates and momenta, the angular and the radial ones, novel

features will apear due to the non-poly manic character of the

Lagrangian.
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4. THE UMPERTURBED STATIONARY STATE GENERATING FUNCTIONAL

In calculating the path-integral (3.13) the functional

integration over the variables <x> and ^ will be performed

first. Extracting the angular terms out of eq. (3.13) the

following integral is obtained:

r*r /

(4.1)

This path integral can be computed in a closed way yielding the

following result (see Appendix for details);

(4.2)

where the following function of the source ,_A has been introduced:

The constraint contained in the delata-function will make the

generating functional zero unless the source \JJ} satisfies the

following condition:

= 0 (4.4)

Since, as will be seen later, point-like sources are going to be

needed for the phase <p , this condition simply states that the

sum of the source intensities must vanish. When the result (4.2)

is substituted into eq. (3.13) it is obtained:

+<r-i (a-k^^-i

It is easily verified in this lsst expression that in the limit

of infinite T" only the term corresponding to Y\=C/ will give

a non-zero contribution to the sum. The effective Hamiltonian that

is obtained after integrating & and ~t>^ then reads:



K? (e.
(4.6)

which upon expanding the exponential functions can be put into the

form:

il-

The unperturbed SSGF is built with the terms contained inside

the first couple of curly brackets (IXr and ^^-independent terms)

and those contained inside the second couple ( (J'^-order terms):

1.13,3*]= ]

The path-integral contained in this expression can be calculated

using standard techniques. The integration over the initial

and final U. coordinate merely adds a source independent factor

that can be absorbed into the normalizing constant. After

performing the integration it is found that the SSGF takes the

form:

Z.[J,r]-



where the propagators /\,(l\tj

expressions

and are given by the

(4.10)

and

S(t,i')=

9

(4.11)

and C stands for the Heaviside unit step function.

From now onwards the brackets ( / will be used to denote

statistical averages calculated with the aid of the SSGF Z_* •

When these averages are computed employing the unperturbed SSGF

/LIQ a suffix O is going to be used in conjunction with the

brackets to denote this fact ( (^ fo ) . The relation between the

averages calculated with the complete and with the unperturbed

SSGF is evidently:

(4.12)

where J i . is any function of the coordinates and momenta.

As a shortened notation, \/(L) will »ometimes be used when

the average under consideration has to be calculated including

correction terms up to order \T **

5. THE UNPERTURBED SSGF 2Lo I N T H E COMPUTATION WITH

NON-POLYNOMIAL LAGHANGIANS

The unperturbed SSGF Z-c will now be used to calculate the

connected correlation and response functions of the noise-driven

Poincare oscillator including corrections of order CT^- , These

two functions contain important information about the statistical

properties of the system and are indicative of the way of dealing

with this sort of problems where a formulation in terms of a

non-polynomial Lagrangian of the type encountered here is the

appropriate one-

The correlation function C%*.(£jl J of the system is:

When expressed in terms of the new coordinates LL and Q)

takes the form:

<5.2)

The definitions of Ct,] (h^J • £/*> (t>*/ and W 7
in terms of IL and d> can be obtained in the same way;
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crr
</>> ) ,5.5,

The Inclusion of a non-random external source acting on the

Poincare oscillator serves to the purpose of finding the responses

of the system, if the components of this source are denoted by

a jt and a y the full system of differential equations describing

the Poincare osc i l lator forced by t>oth random and nonrandom external sources

will t'ike the farm:

X = -coy

When going Into the new coordinates H. and

random source transforms as:

(5.6)

the external non-

$imf)
j

The linear response function Kjc% (c^ t J is defined as

tendency that the system has to modify the mean value of

time t when a change is made in the source component

time i , i.e.:

(5.7)

the

X at

'% at

r (*•

When expressed in the collective coordinates LL and <D ,

takes the form:

(5.9)

The form of Rjl.y (V ̂  / ' f\f*-(h~lj and J\// (l, //

be obtained by an obvious extension of the proceeding procedure:

can

(5.10)
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(if) = -*
(5.11)

f (pj

(5.12)

In order to find out how to employ the unperturbed SSGF

already obtained for the calculation of the statistical properties

of the Poincare oscillator the first term of eq. (5.2) is going

to be analyzed as a representative example. Since in eq. (4.9)

the contributions from the angular and radial sources do not mix

between themselves, when calculating mean values as the one at .

hand, the angular and radial parts can be factored and calculated

separately:

(asfcos+'\ (5.13)

The evaluation of the angular part will be considered first.

One is faced here with the computation of mean values of sine and

cosine functions of the phase <p and products of these functions.

The standard way of tackling the problem is by using a source for

the phase which accomplishes the purpose of obtaining the statistical

momenta for its associated coordinate. This is achieved through

successive functional differentiations of the generating functional

with respect to the source mentioned above. Unfortunately this

procedure does not work. Such an attempt means to try to build up

a sine or cosine function through their Taylor expansions. Any

truncation of these series will produce secular terms that will

ultimately spoil the convergence of the results. In order to produce

the desired answers the source must be handled in such a way that

the entire trigonometric function is reproduced as a whole, without

any truncation. The inclusion of sources for Sti <P and CDS <p

themselves in the Lagrangian (i.e. of terms such as /°<^ SlYl w

and IJA, COS <p ) would have made the evaluation of the

generating functional untractable. Nevertheless there is a way

of circumventing this problem, it may be done by using point-like

sources. If the cosine functions that appear in eq.(5,13) are

written in their complex exponential form the following expressions

are going to be obtained:

(5.14)

and

(5.15)



Some manipulations with the unperturbed SSGF will show that these

averages can be obtained through the use of point-like sources

giving as a result:

= Z. 5.16)

and

>.17)

The first of these two expressions will be zero because the sun of

the source intensities equals _ Z^ , In the second case a non-null

result will be produced, since the sum of these intensities is

zero.

When the momentum +-U enters the quantity to be averaged the

technique is the standard one, i.e. the substitution:

>.18)

Colleeting all these results the correlation and response

functions can be written in the form:

(5.20)

•• •j i.21)

and

i.22)

as it happens in the following average that will appear in the

evaluation of the response functions:

>' J{(</>-$) - ^ 7
(5.19)
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(5.23)

These four statistical functions are going to be worked out in

detail up to corrections of order 0*"̂  . The remaining correlation

and response funcions present no further information due to the

rotational symmetry of the Poincare oscillator.

In calculating the corrections originated in the expansion of

the Hamiltonian (eq.(4.7)) the factorization of the mean values

into radial and angular parts will no longer be totally correct.

There appears in eq, (4.7) contributions proportional to

/ 3 ) .starting with the CT^-terms.

This means that the angular part controls the form of a time-

dependent coefficient in the radial part expansion. Once the

appropriate combination of point sources for the phase has been

found, the form of these coefficients and the computations

corresponding to the radial part can be carried out without any

further reference to the angular one.

Let us work now on the computation of the radial part of the

path-integral. If the perturbation terns of the Kami1 Ionian (4.7)

are expanded, we obtaint

-33-

H, (5.24)

The terms contained in ffj , f/j, , ... can be conveniently

represented by a set of graphs that are shovn in Fig. 1. Wavy

lines correspond to T>y_ and straight lines to ££ . Each vertex

must be supplemented by a factor whose value can be unambiguously

read from expansion (4.7). Vertices with a full dot must be

distinguished from those with an empty dot. The factors

accompanying the former ones are constant, while those that are

attached to the latter ones are functions of the phase source

(OC K A ) and hence depend upon the particular combination of

sine and cosine functions that enter the expression being computed.

Thus vacuum diagrams containing vertices with empty dots are not

cancelled by normalization and must therefore be taken into

account in the diagramatic representation of the perturbation

series.

The source
"7*

is employed in the same say as -U£ , i.e.:

(S.25)



The way the source Uu. fulfills its commitment shares

1 1*features common to both U^ and <J j, . This can be seen in

detail in an example borrowed from the computation of the correla-

tion functions, namely:

(5.26)

Once again let us point out that as far as the calculation of the

radial part is concerned, the phase term in eq.{5.26) serves to
1/2

fix Is A which enters into the coefficients of the empty dot

vertices. As it happens with the phase <f> , in order to obtain

meaningful results when calculating corrections to the zeroth-

order mean values, the exponential functions of the coordinate

U must be taken as a whole without any truncation. This goal

can be achieved through the use of point-like sources, much the

same as it was done with the phase. But contrary to the phase,

in calculating corrections to eq. (5.26), mean values of products

of exponential functions of U (originated in the X. or y

coordinates of the very definition of the statistical average

being analyzed) with powers of U. (coming from the expansion of

the Hamiltonian in eg. (4.7)) will have to be computed. For dealing

with the powers of the U. coordinate the source JJu. is employed

in the standard way, i.e. by functional differentiation of the

SSGF. Let us be more specific by studying a particular term that

appears in the expansion of expression (5.26). Looking at the

definition of the unperturbed SSGF (eq. (4.8)) it is easy to see

that the following equation holds:

'] (5.27)

i.e. the procedure is the usual one in dealing with the powers of

the coordinate and momenta and once this is done 3U is set

equal to i<J~ multiplied by an appropriate linear combination of

delta functions in order to reproduce the exponential function.

The particular way in which the source function J^ is

employed in dealing with mean values of expressions where powers

of U. appear multiplied by exponential functions of this same

coordinate produces some novel features in the usual diagramatic

rules for representing the perturbation series, as it was already

anticipated. Reconsidering the example of eq. (5.27), but this

time looking at the explicit solution of the unperturbed SSGF

(eqs. (4.9) to (4.11)) it is found that;



(5.28)

A graphical representation of eqs. (5.27) and (5.28) can be

found in Fig. 2. The left-hand side of this graphical equation

represents the functional differentiations to be done at the

right-hand side of eq. (5.27). The heavy brackets just mean:

"draw all possible diagrams with the vertices contained inside

the heavy brackets and attach to each one its corresponding

symmetry factor." The resulting diagrams, which must be worked

out replacing the source functions by their indicated values,

represent the expansion in curly brackets on the right-hand side

of eq. (5.28). This partial result must be multiplied by the

unperturbed SSGF evaluated with the same combination of point-

sources employed thus far and by the coefficient this vertex is

accompanied by in the expansion of the Hamiltonian (eq.(4.7>).

Finally, to complete the calculation,the intermediate times must

be integrated over.

A quick look at eq. (5.28) and Fig. 2 shows that since <•/<<

is not replaced by zero once the diagrams are drawn, but by I U~

times a linear combination of delta functions, the unpaired lines

do not (necessarily) contribute a factor of zero to the diagrams.

Instead, every unpaired line contributes a factor of order 3~

as summarized in Fig. 3.

-'17-

6. CORRELATION AND RESPONSE FUNCTIONS

Once the Feynman rules for the diagram evaluation are found,

the computation of the correlation and response functions can be

done in a systematic way. By inspecting eqs. (5.20) to (5.23) it

is found that in order to evaluate these quantities the following

mean values will have to be worked out:

(6.1)

(6.2)

(6.3)

For an expansion up to terms of order U~ , the expressions (6.1)

and (6.2) will have to be evaluated up to an accuracy of order 0"

and in expression (6.3) terms of order U~ will have to be

retained. Actually the true expansion parameter of the theory is

T and not &~ itself and it is an easy matter to verify while

performing the expansions that only even powers of (T will appear

in (6.1) and (6.2) and only odd powers of 0~ will be present in

(6.3). Since this last expression is ultimately divided by Q~

the resulting series obtained for the correlation and response

-36-



functions will be effectively 0" expansions.

Collecting the terms that contribute to the different orders

requires some caution since nonpaired lines contribute a CT factor

that raises the order of the term in question by one for every

such a line.

From series (5.24) and the vertices corresponding to Hj and

n2. of Fig. l.b it can be inferred that the only contributions of

order C to (6.1) will arise from the diagrams corresponding to

the first group of terns of series (5.24) with one free line, as

shown in Fig. 4. Diagrams coming from the second group will be

vacuum ones and will be cancelled by the normalizing constant.

The 0~ factor coining from series (5.24) times the 0* factor

contributed by the free lines give the CT order of the correction

terra.

The zeroth-order term evaluated with the appropriate combina-

tion of delta functions needed for expression (6.1) is:

L o"
20*

X =

(6.4)

-39-

The computation of the diagrams of Fig. 4 follows the rules

found in the previous section. Using the same combination of point-

sources employed in eq. (6.4) expression (6.1) is found to be:

(6.5)

Finally, replacing this result into eqs. (5,20) and (5.21)

the following results are obtained for the correlation functions

(b.6)

and

(6.7T

-do-



The evaluation of expression (6.2) follows the same steps of

the work just done since the new term £>+ inside the mean value

brackets does not mix with the radial expansions. However, there

is a substantial difference from the previous case and it is the

point-source combination appearing in both instances. For this

new source configuration, the diagrams of Fig. 4 will produce a

zero contribution to the CT -order.

The unperturbed SSGF computed for the appropriate linear

combination of point-sources required for the evaluation of

expressions (6.2) and (6.3) gives as a result:

(6.6)

In considering the momentum

equations (S.18) and (4.B) give:

present in eq. (6.2),

(t1)

When

(6.9)

into account theis replaced by *(d{-o£'J t taking

definition of j(i (eq. (4.3)), the following is obtained;

-la-

= ± (6.10)

Actually a notation such as K^(t \Jf) would be more appropriate

in order to stress the functional dependence of \\i on the par-

ticular point-source combination. However the same situation pre-

vails for all the mean values of the model exposed here and an

extension of such a procedure would unnecesarily complicate the

notation.

Collecting the results of eqs. (6.8), (6.9) and (6.10) we

finally obtain the following result for expression (6.2):

(6.11)

The calculation of the mean value (6,3) is longer. The

diagrams that contribute to it are shown in Figs. 5.a to 5.g.

Only odd order terms in the CT -expansions will appear in

developing expression (6.3). Terms of order (7* are shown in

Fig. 5.a. An important thing to notice from this figure is that

the unperturbed SSGF ^L,^ alone does not provide correct

results for the zeroth-order responses. This is clear from the

need to include diagrams coming from r/j , to exhaust the

-It 2 -



analysis of all the possible diagrams that produce terms of order

(J* . The diagrams that contribute to the V -order are found in

Figs. S.b to S.g. When evaluated according to the rules previous-

ly stated, it is obtained:

(6.13)

and

f/2

(6.12)

Replacing eqs. (6.11) and (6.12) into eqs. (5.22) and (5.23)

the following results are obtained for the correlation functions

and

(6.14)

-in-



7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The method presented in this paper for tackling the divergences

that are produced by the presence of a zero mode in the linearized

equations of motion around the stable limit-cycle solution of the

Poincare oscillator consists basically in stating the problem in

a reference frame driven by the stationary probability current of

the Fokker-Planck equation. Such a procedure is akin to the one

used in quantum theory of collective motions. There are indeed

some differences between the two techniques. In order to factor

out the collective motion in the quantum case new coordinates (the

ones that describe the collective movement) have to be added to the

problem. This increase in the number of coordinates has to be

counteracted by the inclusion of appropriate constraint conditions

that bring the number of degrees of freedom back to its original

value. As it was shown by Dirac ' these additional constraint

conditions that are put under consideration play an important role

and deserve special attention. The Faddeev-Popov technique has to

be employed when the quantization of such a system is performed

by path-integral methods./8/'

Contrary to the quanta* case, the introduction of collective

coordinates into the Fokker-Planck formalism is done in a natural

way and is not accompanied by all the subtleties that are present

in the quantum case. The transition to collective coordinates is

simply done by a change of the reference frame that involves the

introduction of no extra coordinate and its accompanying constraint

condition.

-1.5-

As it has already been anticipated in the introduction, the

main goal of the present work is to obtain the rules for working

with the non-polynomial Lagrangians of the kind that appear when

the statistical properties of self-sustained oscillators are

analysed within a path-integral framework. For accomplishing this

purpose the Poincare oscillator has been selected as a testing

ground. Having a known (circular) limit-cycle solution in its

oscillating regime it is the simplest self-sustained oscillator

and its statistical properties when subjected to the action of

an external white-noise source are widely known.

The method presented here is of application for the oscillating

regime of self-sustained oscillators. It cannot be applied in its

present form to the study of the transition between the quiescent

and the oscillating state of these oscillators. For this important

point on self-sustained oscillators, techniques based on the

application of fluctuation-dissipation theorems can be succesfully

applied/ 9 /

The computation of the SSGF follows the same steps sa that for

any other Fokker-Planck dynamical problem, but the role of the

sources present some sharp differences when compared with standard

problems. This produces modifications in the standard diagramatic

techniques since diagrams with unpaired lines do contribute to the

perturbation expansion. Given a diagram, it is not easy -at first

sight- to assert to which order it belongs in the perturbation

expansion. This order has to be computed from the vertices that

enter the diagram and also from the number of unpaired lines the

diagram has. This is certainly uncomfortable to work with, but

-1.6-



not a drawback of the method at all. A wiser election of the

graphic symbols employed as a representation of the expansion

terms will probably overcome this inconvenience.

The application of the technique developed here for a cuasi-

sinusoidal self-sustained oscillator without a closed solution

and for a highly nonsinusoidal one but with an exact limit-cycle

solution is in progress and their results will be reported

elsewhere.
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APPENDIX

In this appendix the calculation of the path-integral over the

phase <p and the momentum JPJ, will be performed. These integrals

can easily be done by operating with the discretized version of the

path-integral, first performing the integrals corresponding to the

angular part of the propagator J/y, £" 9o, t«,J and then equating

the initial to the final angular configuration and integrating over

the latter, indicating with a tilde the fact that only the angular

part is being considered, the following can be written from eq.

(3.13) :

X - h\

N+J

(A.I)

where

e =
Nti

(A.2)

and where the initial and final times are set equal to — / and

+ / respectively, and

(A.3)

When integrating the phase it is obtained:

Integrating now the momenta P^,- starting from

down to /— 2L, , eq. (A.4) reduces to:

-50-



7 ^ | , we obtain for the angular part of the SSGF (without

normalization):

(A.5)

Since a is a cyclic variable, in performing the SSGF evaluation

must be set. Replacing eq. (A.5) into

(A. 7)

and setting

(A.8)

eat*r
H+J

which in the continuous version reads:

-co 7 /

(A.9)

/"»

i/dr X(t) In t/frJt (t)]\ ...10)

(which in the limit {—-GO means that O

integrating first over 0ftfi , then over

-0 ) and

and finally over

Defining /s/ (*,/ by means of the relation



(A.11)

expression (A.10) can finally be cast in the form used in eq.

(4.2).
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. a) Diagrams for the propagators (eqs.(4.10) and (4.11)).

b) Vertices of the theory corresponding to the different

orders of the expansion of the Hamiltonian (eq.{4.7))

c) Tadpole values: t\\Oj is obtained directly from eq.

(4.10) and O ( X y is fixed by the discretization

procedure (post-point in the present case) and eq.

(4.11)

d) Examples of vanishing chains of O lines

e) Fully developed expressions for the unpaired lines of

the theory.

Figure 2. Diagrams corresponding to

The contribution coming from the phase terms is implicit

in these diagrams; only the radial part is explicitly

displayed although only in part since the particular

point-source combination has to be specified.

Figure 3. Feynman ru^.es f.or. t*ie unpairad lines for point-like

sources Ju.

Figure 4. Diagrams originating in fff fcarms with one unpaired

line. Since the unpaired lines contribute one order in

VJ and /i| is accompained by a 0~ factor in

expansion (5.24) these diagrams (whan not null by the

particular choice of point-sources) will contribute to
rr-i

the vj -corrections.

Figure 5. Diagrams contributing to xP4*- C Ci /

a) Diagrams contributing terms of order ®~

b - ej) Diagrams contributing terms of order T

<u<i)U(zi>e = Z\(u) :

= 5(u) :

?(ij> =D(u)=0:

Fig. la
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